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On the Measurement of Shock Waves

Abstract-The classictheoreticalformulationsoffinite-amplitude
exhibit gross asymmetries between positive and negative
distortion invariably depict continuous sinusoidal waves which develop
cycles, high-amplitude spikes or peaks, or other features
into sawtooth or N-shaped waves. In practice, where ultrasonic waveforms at high intensities are measured
by a PVDF hydrophone con- such as notchesor ringing. Some speculation has centered
onpossiblenonlinearities
in PVDFhydrophonesas
a
nected to an oscilloscope, waveforms are observed with gross asymmetriesbetweenpositiveandnegativepressureamplitudes,highcause of waveform artifacts [20], but the evidence [21]amplitude spikes, notches, ringing, and other peculiarities. In princi[23] indicates hydrophone fidelity well above lo3 W/cm2.
ple, additional nonlinearities in the driving stages or the receiving sysClearly, the linear and nonlinear characteristics of three
tem may influence the observed waveform. However, it is not necessary
basiccomponents(sourceelectronicstransducer,fluid
or receive systems to explain
to invoke nonlinearities in the transmit
medium, and hydrophone amplifier display)
must be evalof manywaveforms.Instead,linear
thetime-domainappearance
mechanismsexistwhichaffectthewaveshape.Thefirstisarelative
uated as aprerequisiteforinvestigationsofnonlinear
phase shift betwen the fundamental and second(and higher) harmonics acoustics.
which occurs in a diffraction-limited focused field. This alters the timeThis paper attempts to systematically cover some phedomain appearance but not the spectral content of the observed signal.
nomena
which account for “anomalous” waveshapes. It
The second class of linear mechanisms involves hydrophone cable and
is
shown
that linear mechanisms explain some major disimpedance mismatch effects which alter both time- and frequency-domain characteristics of the actual pressure waveform incident on the
crepencies between classic sawtooth waves and those typhydrophone. These effects and others are illustrated. The results form
ically recorded. The results suggest some guidelines for
thebasisforsomerecommendationsonexperimentalproceduresin
experimental
procedures.
nonlinear wave propagation.

THEORY
A
shock
parameter
U , which characterizes the growth
INTRODUCTION
anddissipationofharmonics,hasbeenformulatedfor
ONLINEAR acoustics has a history dating back to
ideal plane and spherical waves [3], [lo]. The shock pathe previous century [l] and more recently has been
rameter is proportional to frequency, source velocity, and
actively developed in underwater acoustics [ l]-[9]. How- some measure of propagation distance. Benchmarks for
ever, specific publications on finite-amplitude distortion
weak and hard shock are U = 1 and 3 , respectively, and
in medical ultrasonics were infrequent until the works of
hard shock is characterized by the time-domain appearCarstensen, Muir, and collaborators [IO]-[ 121 in the early ance of sawtooth or N-shaped waves with a discontinuity
1980’s. Since then, a range of issues has been considered, betweenequalmagnitudecompressionandrarefaction
on peaks.Illustrationsoftheseimportantandfundamental
includingtheeffects
offinite-amplitudedistortion
heatingandlesionproduction
in biologicaltissue[12]concepts have appeared in many references [l], [3], [6],
[ 141, thegenerationofshockfrommedicalultrasonic
[lo], [16]. The early formulations do not deal with addiequipment [15]-[ 171, and the measurementof BIA for tis- tional complexities of beam diffraction effectsnear-field
in
sue characterization or imaging [ 181, [ 191.
or focused-field regions. Recently, derivations have been
One potential source of experimental difficulties in the proposed which utilize a description of the primary field
area of nonlinear acoustics at biomedical frequencies ( 1- based on a parabolic approximationof the Helmholtz wave
12 MHz) is the discrepency between the classic descripequation.Combinedwithotherapproximations,theeftion of the sawtoothor N-shock wave and the actual wave- fects of both beam diffraction and finite-amplitude distorshapeobservedusingbroad-bandPVDFhydrophones.
tion can be modeled [7], [g],
1241, [25] for the case of
Beam profiles and calibration procedures are particularly weak shock ( U < 1 ). In particular, Lucas and Muir [7]
complicated by waveforms (broad or narrow band) which describedthemagnitudeandphase
of thesecondharmonic in a focused system where the F number (ratio of
focal length to aperture diameter) was equal to two. Phase
Manuscript received April 25, 1986; revised September 23, 1986. This
work was supported in part by the Whitaker Foundation, NSF Grant ECEshifting in the focal region differed from the case of linear
84 15253, and NIH Grant CA-39241-23.
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damental and second harmonic was shown to be the imE. M. Friets was with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Uniportantdeterminantofwaveshape.Othertreatmentsof
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Fig. 1. Family of curves representing sawtooth wave with progressively increasing phase shift between harmonics. Phase
shift
d is 0 in (a), ~ / in4 (b), */2 in (c), and 3/4x in (d). These are representative of waveforms measured in focused fields.

The effect is shown in Fig. 1, where plots of (2) are given
for different values of $. Three cycles each are shown of
waveforms with arbitrary but uniform amplitude A . Only
ten harmonics were used in these graphs, and some additional smoothing in the time domain (weak low-passfiltering in the frequency domain) was performed to eliminate residual Gibbs phenomenon and fluctuations caused
by abrupt truncation of the Fourier series. As the phase
shift 6 is incremented from zero to ( 3 / 4 ) P, the ratio of
positive to negative peaks increases from 1 : 1 to approxLucas and Muir[7] introduced a position-dependent phase imately 3 : 1. A phase shift of = 7r (not shown) produces
shiftbetweenthefundamentalandsecondharmonic.
a reversed or mirror image of the original sawtooth ( 4 =
Forthepurposes of illustration,wesimplyextendthe
0 ) . In general, as more harmonics are added, the sharpin hard ness and height of the positive peak is enhanced.
phase shift 6 to all harmonics such that a wave
shock can be described at any fixed position by the series
In experimental beam plots the relative phase shift bem
tween harmonics will be a strong function of positive in
focal regions [7], [26], [27]. Depending on applications,
for example, cavitation research or lesion production, the
This is, of course, distinct from phase linear argument of important parameter may be either peak pressure, peakthe kind n ( u t 0 ) which would correspond to a simple to-peak pressure, time-averaged values of magnitude of
time-axis shift of the waveform. While the constant phase pressure or pressure squared, or the magnitude square of
each harmonic. The relationship between these different
term of (2) does not change the magnitude of the wavemeasures will change as c$ is varied, complicating some
form Fourier components, the effect in the time domain
calibration procedures. However, other mechanisms may
is to generate asymmetric positive and negative cycles.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
A . Phase Shifts
Thissectioninvestigates
the effects of relativephase
shifts between the first ten harmonics of fully developed
shock. The Fourier components of a symmetric sawtooth
or N wave are given by
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Fig. 2. Simple lumped-parametermodelfor hydrophone,cable, and oscilloscope amplifier termination.
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where S is the Laplace transform variable, C9 = C, + c,,
its 7 5 4 cable connected directly to the input of a digitizand G, = G5 + G7.For typical parameter values we es200 ns/ 100
timate for a l-mm PVDF element: G1 = 1 X lo-, mho, ing oscilloscope.The horizontalscaleis
samples,with arbitraryverticalscale.
Fig.4(a) is the
C, = 5 X lo-', F.Cablelumped-parametervaluesare
waveformwith 0.5 < U < 1 nearthefocalregion.A
approximately L3 = 0.3 X lop6H / m , C, = 110 X
F / m , G5 = 6 X lop6 mho/m, for 5 0 4 coaxial cable slight asymmetry is evident between positive and negative
peaks. Fig. 4(b) is the same wave with 1 < U < 2, and
[28] such as RG58. For the termination,c
6 = 20 X lo-',
the asymmetry is more pronounced with a narrow positive
F and G7 = 1 X
mhoarerepresentative
values.The
denominator of (3) includes two complex conjugate poles going peak. The source output is again increased so that
S = -a
j b where 1 b I >> I a for the parameter values
approximately 2 < (T < 3 in Fig. 4(c). A strong positive
listed previously. Effectively, lengths of cable on the or- peak followedby a notch is evident. However, these could
be linear superpositions of a waveform such as
in Fig.
der of 1 m addsufficientinductanceto
createresonant
of a
behavior. For example, using the foregoing values and
4(b) orFig. 1, plusanimpulsive-typeresponse
transferfunctioncorredamped resonant circuit above 20 MHz. That this resoassuming1.5 m ofcable,the
Q systemresonantat107MHz.For
spondstoahigh
nance may be attributable to the cable and not the PVDF
longer cable Iengths or higher capacitance probes the res- element is suggested by Fig. 4(d), where source output is
onant frequency shifts downward towards 77 MHz for a
the same as in Fig. 4(c) but an extension cable of approximately l-m RG58 cable has been added between the hy1.5-m cable with a IO-pF hydrophone element. Transfer
functions are shown in Fig. 3 for the 1.5-m cable with 5- drophone and oscilloscope. The presence of a higher freand 10-pF elements. The curves show the nonuniform gainquencyresonanceisquiteevidentinthiscase.These
results are in agreement with the observations of Bacon
and also demonstrate the sensitivity of the resonance fre[21] and Shombert and Harris [23] concerning the causes
quency to the hydrophone capacitance.
If signals are restricted to the low MHz band, the mag- ofhigh-frequencyoscillationswhichfollowtheshock
nitude and phase of the transfer function of the model cir- edge.
cuit are relatively flat or can be calibrated, enabling acC. Transmission Line Effects
curatewaveformreproduction.However,assuminga
wave in hard shock, the higher harmonics may be differImpedancemismatchesbetweencablesandterminations or elements will modify broad-band waveforms. Alentiallytransmittedandphaseshiftedcompared
tothe
fundamental and lower harmonics. In addition, the higher thoughcablelengthsaretypicallymuchshorterthan
30 MHz, and one
wavelengthsofE-Msignalsbelow
harmonics can excite resonance behavior
of the circuit.
As an example, Fig. 4(a) shows a recorded waveform ob- would not expect to measure variable transmission line
tained in the focused field of continuous 3.4-MHz radia- voltages as a function of position, a frequency-dependent
tion (8-cm focal length, 2.5-cm diameter ceramic source). transfer function may still exist. For a transmission line
A l-mm needle-type PVDF hydrophone was utilized with of impedance Z, il with a wave of voltage V, incident on
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Fig. 4. Measured wavefoms from 3.4-MHz focused beam obtained at increasing values of shock parameter U. Power output
was adjusted so that shock parameter was approximately 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 2.5 in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. In (d)
coaxial cable length has been added between hydrophone and oscilloscope, increasing net inductance of circuit.
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Thus the transfer function is governed by the termination
frequency dependence,
Impedancemismatchescanalsobedeterminedusing
time-domain
reflection
where
the
corresponding
frequency-domain transfer functions may be derived by the
Fourier transform of the impulse response. A set of impulse response experiments were performed to illustrate
these effects. A 5-11spulse generator and oscilloscope were
( 5 m of RG58,
T connected to a long transmission line
50-0 coaxial ) as shown in Fig.5 . The length is more than
typically required in laboratory experiments but was necessary for adequate separation of echoes. The transmission line was connected
to either a nominally 50-0 RF
termination (Fig. 6(a)), a 0.5-m length of 7 5 4 cable terminated with discrete a 1-M0 resistor and 100-pF capac-

Fig. 5 . Experimental configuration for time-domain reflections of pulses
from impedance mismatch of load and transmission line.

itor (Fig. 6(b)), a l-mm needle-type PVDF hydrophone
(Fig.6(c)),or
finally, al-mm
spot-poledmembrane
PVDF hydrophone (Fig. 6(d)). The digitized waveforms
had a 50-ns/lOO-sample sweep, with the vertical axis in
volts. In eachfigurethefirstpeak
(sample 100) is the
transmitted impulse, the second (samples 200-300) the
reflectedimpulsefrom
thetermination, andsubsequent
echoesaremultiplereverberations.Theechoesdemonstrate that the 50-0 RF terminator
was a reasonable, albeit
not perfect, impedance match given the small amplitude
reflection. Some pulse widening is expected given nonzeroattenuation and dispersion. The 75-0
cablelength
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Fig. 6. Time domain reflections of 5-ns pulse propagating along 5-m coaxial cable. Terminations are (a) 504 RF attenuator;
(b) short 7 5 4 cable with RC termination; (c) PVDF needle hydrophone; (d) PVDF spot-poled hydrophone.

30 dB below fundamental are common for many analog
with RCtermination(acrudemodelofPVDFhydrophones) shows large pulse distortion and reflection as ex- and synthesized RF sources. Power amplifier nonlinearities will generally add to the harmonics, and gating cirpected. The needle probe displays similar characteristics
for tone
while the spot-poled probe reflection is qualitatively clos- cuits, particularly doubly balanced mixers used
burst windowing, are notoriously capable of generating
est to the 50-SI RF terminator.
harmonics. To demonstrate the effects of distortion in the
Inactualexperimentsthesetime-domainreflections
would not be observed directly because of shorter cable source electronics, we compare the waveforms generated
using sine- and square-wave sources of
the same amplilengths,
slower
sweep
rates,
and
different
exitation
tude and fundamental frequency. Square waves are comsourcesandwaveforms.However,time-domaindistorposed of odd harmonics, which suits the output charaction of an impulse directly implies frequency-dependent
transfer functions. Thus a harmonic-rich input signal will teristics of the narrow-band ceramic transducer employed
in theseexperiments.Furthermore,square-waveexcitanot be reproduced with fidelity. In practice, the termination mismatch effects can be minimized by a preamplifier tion of the transducer is an extreme exampleof distortion
(clipping) in the electronics. Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the
on or very close to the PVDF probe, with appropriately
waveforms recorded from a l-mm needle-type PVDF hychosen input and output impedances [21], [23]. In addition, the lumped-parameter cable inductance effects woulddrophone in the focus of a 2.39-MHz field ( X-cm focal
be greatly diminished by using a 5 0 4 termination at the length,2.5-cm-diameterceramicsource).Thehydro5 0 4 phone cable is directly connected to a digitizing oscillooscilloscope,asituationonlypermissiblegivena
scopewith500-ns/lOO-samplesweeprateanduncalioutput impedance preamplifier.
brated but constant verticalaxis. In both cases a tone burst
D. Source Considerations
of four cycles, 2.39 MHz, is delivered to the source at
The spectral purity of a CW waveform is highly depen- low power levels ( 0 << 1 ) . Fig. 7(a) shows typical rise
andring-down forthenarrow-bandsourcetransducer.
dent upon electronics and components used. Harmonics
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Fig. 7 . Measured 2.39-MHz waveforms in focused field. (a) Four-cycle sine-wave tone burst is used
as excitation. (b) Fourcycle square wave employed to represent clipping or distortion of input signal.

Fig. 7(b) showsthe results of square-wave excitation. Actual square waves are not seen because of frequency-dependenttransferfunctions
in the source amplifierand
transmitter, the fluid, and the receiving system. The result
is spikes or peaksontheforcedwaveforms(firstfour
cycles) and an intermodulation pattern on the ring-down
or unforced cycles as the source transducer harmonics decay at individual rates and relative phase shifts.
Note that narrow-band air-backed sources are quite capable of radiating even harmonics although
at much reduced efficiency from the fundamental and odd harmonics. Thus the spectral purity of source excitation must be
evaluated in experimental workby sampling the RF power
amplifier output near the transducer and also by hydrophone measurements of pressure waveforms at the acoustic source. It is especially important that these procedures
be included in studies of harmonic-rich signals. in b.iological tissue, where issues of heating and bioffects require
discrimination between linear and nonlinear propagation
modes.

mismatches and cable inductance. Finally, nonlinearities
(otherthan the fluid B/A) are more likelyfound in the
transmitchainasopposed
tothe receiving PVDF element. The spectral purity of power RF lines and the radiation at the transducer require prior measurementto distinguish between linear superposition of transmitted fields
and true harmonic generation from fluid nonlinearities.
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